Ošpáye 15
M-Cores

M-cores

usually come in two forms, one of which has a y or w followed
by a nasal vowel and the other which just has a nasal vowel in the stem
right after the place of conjugation. In both cases conjugating for I is
done by placing an m immediately before the nasal vowel, deleting the
y if necessary.
yaŋké

úŋ

iwáŋǧe

ečhúŋ

He was sitting.

He used it.

He asked her it.

He did it.

maŋké

múŋ

imúŋǧe

ečhámuŋ

I was sitting.

I used it.

I sat down.

I did it.

Note that in one of the examples the syllable waŋ becomes muŋ: not
only is the m added but the vowel itself is changed! This is a common
pattern in all m-cores that have the syllable waŋ. . Also, in another of the
examples there is neither a w or y but instead an extra a is inserted immediately before the conjugation. This may make m-cores seem complex,
but the good news is that this is by far the least common conjugation
pattern for Dakota cores.

Doer Markers
The following are the four basic affixes used to conjugate m-cores for the
doer of the action. Only the affixes for I and you delete the y/w of the

In the Lakota
dialect, all forms
which in Dakota
have waŋ appear
instead with the
syllable yuŋ, so
instead of iwáŋǧe
they have iyúŋǧe,
making this
change appear
less strange

original word if it exists; while uŋ usually appears in the same location,
it does not cause the original y/w to be deleted.
m

n

uŋ

-

I

you

You & I

he/she/it

Thus, given the active m-core yaŋké, we can already express the following
different meanings:
maŋké

naŋké

uŋyáŋke

yaŋké

I am sitting.

You are sitting.

You & I are sitting.

He is sitting.

As with other cores, the plurals are made by suffixing -pi
n-pi

uŋ-pi

-pi

you guys

us

they

And so, we have the remaining three possible forms of yaŋké:
naŋkápi

uŋyáŋkapi

yaŋkápi

You guys are sitting.

We are sitting.

They are sitting.

Just for reference, here are all of the conjugations of the other m-cores
mentioned at the beginning of this section; úŋ, and iwáŋǧe:

Notice that
when the affix
uŋ occurs
directly before a
nasal vowel, the
ejective sound k'
is inserted giving
uŋk' instead of
uŋk.

múŋ

núŋ

uŋk'úŋ

úŋ

I used it.

You used it.

You & I used it.

She used it.

núŋpi

uŋk'úŋpi

úŋpi

You guys used it.

We used it.

They used it.

imúŋǧe

inúŋǧe

uŋkíwaŋǧe

iwáŋǧe

I asked her it.

You asked her it.

You & I asked her it.

He asked her it.

inúŋǧapi

uŋkíwaŋǧapi

iwáŋǧapi

You guys asked her it.

We asked her it.

They asked her it.
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15.2. Undergoer Affixes

Undergoer Affixes
Again, the list of undergoer affixes for m-cores is identical with that of
both wa-cores and bd-cores:
ma

ni

uŋ

-

me

you

me & you

him/her/it

ni-pi

uŋ-pi

wičha

you guys

us

them

These object affixes do not delete the y/w in the original form or change
the vowel aŋ to uŋ, but simply occur directly before it in conjugation.
For example, the following are all forms of iwáŋǧA conjugated with the
object affixes.
imáwaŋǧe

iníwaŋǧe

uŋkíwaŋǧe

iwáŋǧe

He asked me it

He asked you it.

He asked me & you it.

He asked her it.

iníwaŋǧapi

uŋkíwaŋǧapi

iwíčhawaŋǧe

He asked you guys it.

He asked us it.

He asked them it.

Two Markers in m-Cores
Just like the case of wa- and bd-cores, the default ordering of the affixes
is that the undergoer comes first, and the doer second. Some examples
of this pattern are as follows:
iwíčhamuŋǧe

uŋkínuŋǧapi

imáwaŋǧapi

I asked them it.

You asked us it.

They asked me it.

The same exceptions to this general pattern that happened in the case
of bd-cores also happen here (including the double-conjugations).
Again, uŋ precedes all affixes other than wičha, even when uŋ is used as
the doer of an action. This causes the same strange ordering of the doer
and the undergoer in the case of we did it to you, for example
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akáŋ uŋníyaŋkapi
We sat on you.

Instead of the (wrong) expected form *niúŋyaŋkapi.
In m-cores as well, the affix čhi is used to express the fact that I am doing
something to you. The form that would be naively expected, *nim, is
never used.

If the syllable
immediately
following the
conjugations is
wa�, then the a�
becomes u� as
well

ičhíwaŋǧe

ičhíwaŋǧapi

I asked you it.

I asked you guys it.

Again, in the case that you are the doer and I am the undergoer of
the action, double conjugation occurs where the affix maya is used, but
the conjugation n is as well, forming the complex affix mayan as in the
following example.
imáyanuŋǧe
You asked me it.

This conjugation pattern also happens in the you did it to us form, where
not only is uŋya used, but the following y in the stem becomes an n, and
the nasal vowel changes if necessary. Consider the following form of
wíwaŋǧA, for example.
wíuŋyanuŋǧapi
You questioned us.

Here as well the combination wičhauŋ is often contracted to the single
affix wičhuŋ. This affix is used even when uŋ is usually prefixed, such as
in the example below:
uŋkíwaŋǧapi

iwíčhuŋwaŋǧapi

We asked her it.

We asked them it.

Instead of the (incorrect) form *uŋkíwičhawaŋǧapi.
Below is a table of all the possible two-affix combinations for m-cores,
followed by a fully conjugated example.
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15.3. Two Markers in m-Cores

I

Me
You

Him

Them

We

maya

čhi

Us

Her/It

You

uŋni-pi

uŋyan-pi

He
She/It

They

ma

ma-pi

ni

ni-pi

uŋ-pi

uŋ-pi

m

n

uŋ-pi

-

pi

wičham

wičhan

wičhuŋ-pi

wičha

wičha-pi
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wímayanuŋǧe

wímawaŋǧe

You questioned
me.

He questioned me.

wíčhiwaŋǧe

wíuŋniwaŋǧapi

wíniwaŋǧe

I questioned you.

We questioned you.

He questioned you.

wíuŋyanuŋǧapi

wíuŋwaŋǧapi

You questioned us.

He questioned us.

wímuŋǧe

wínuŋǧe

wíuŋwaŋǧapi

wíwaŋǧe

I questioned her.

You questioned her.

We questioned her.

He questioned her.

wíwičhamuŋǧe

wíwičhanuŋǧe

wíwičhuŋwaŋǧapi

wíwičhawaŋǧe

I questioned them.

You questioned them.

We questioned them.

He questioned them.

